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Summary 

1. In the past, R&D has played a significant role in innovation policy. However the 
emphasis on R&D is now changing to a more complex n1ix of measures and 
instruments designed to reflect the fact that non-R&D aspects ·of both innovation and 
diffusion processes are increasingly important. Nevertheless. R&D remains a key 
input to innovation, and it is important to understand more about the ·nature of 
variation in R&D inputs. 

2. In the past, analysts have focussed on the effects of differences in R&D intensity. 
rather than their cau.t;es. We seek to identify one particular causal factor in inter
country variation in R&D intensity, namely differences in industrial structure. We 
argue that this perspective may be of policy relevance. since it suggests that R&D. 
rather than being an independent causal factor in economic perforn1ance. n1ay itself 
be shaped by a wide w·ariety of non-R&D activities (including policy measures). In 
understanding innovative performance it is therefore important to he careful of the 
view that R&D plays so.me independent determining role. 

3. How should we assess and interpret differences in R&D intensities (that i~'. 
R&D/Output ratios) between economies. particularly in the manufacturing sector? 
Variations in manufacturing R&D intensities are often substantial: small economie~ 
tend to have much lower manufacturing R&D intensities than large economies. 

4. This paper shows that these differences predon1inantly reflect difference~ in 
industrial structure, rather than some underlying differences in . the willingness or 
ability to perform R&D. The paper develops methods for quantifying the effects fron1 
R&D intensity which flow from absolute size and from the particular structure of 
industry in twelve economies within the Triad of North An1erica. Japan and EC and 
EFT' A Europe. 

5. From a policy point of view, a clear lesson here is that we need to be very careful 
in making inter-country comparisons with science and technology data. In n1any 
economie~. especially small economies. innovation policy-n1akers have the objective 
of raising the R&D intensity of manufacturing industry. Our analysis suggest~ that 
such objectives may need to be reconsidered. since R&D intensities strongly reflect 
the underlying activities of the economy. R&D performance seems to reflect what we 
call "R&D capability .. , which is a complex phenomenon based on all of the factors 
which shape the industrial structure. R&D should not be seen simply as an 
independent and separate factor in the technological performance of industries: rather . 

. it is itself shaped by the multi-faceted non-R&D processes which shape industrial 
structures and industrial performance. If there is a policy conclusion to be draw~ ~ere. 
it may be that technological performance cannot be improved simply by raising R&D 
levels: it may be more important to focus on the wider processes which shape R&D 
performance. Finally, we suggest that these ~tructural aspects of R&D have 
implications for policies which seek to improve convergence and cohesion in the EC. 
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I. Introduction 

For many countries, a major problem in innovation policy lies in deciding the mix 

between R&D and non-R&D suppon measures. In the past, R&D has played a pre

dominant role in such policy; however this is now changing to a more complex mix 

. of measures and instruments designed to reflect the fact that non-R&D aspects of both 

innovation and diffusion processes are increasingly imponant. Nevertheless, R&D 

remains a key input to innovation, and it is imponant to understand more about the 

nature of variation in R&D inputs, and about the economic significance of such 

variation. This problem is in pan a matter of understanding comparative R&D per

fonnance. This study argues that the usual measures of R&D perfonnance - the 

R&D/Output ratio, sometimes referred to as the R&D intensity - can be misleading, 

and it explores a more nuanced approach to analysing R&D intensities in a ttansna

tional context. I One basic issue - of some imponance for issues relating to cohesion 

in Europe - is the simple fact that larger economies tend to have higher R&D intensi

ties, and different industry mixes, from small economies. Differences in the industrial 

mix are particularly imponant for analysing comparative innovation perfonnance: 

different indusnies have different methods of creating technologies, with some in~ 

dusnies relying heavily on R&D, while others access technology without significant 

research etton, for example by diffusing skills and technologies from other industries · 

and sectors. This suggests that the industrial mix of a country will have significant 

effects on its overall R&D intensity, and this should be taken into account in making 

transnational comparisons. 

Making such comparisons is an imponant challenge {or innovation policy makers, in 

forming and implementing both national policy decisions and transnational decisions 

(for example at the level of the EC). Many policy decisions involve some assessment 

of relative strengths and weaknesses, of patterns of technological specialization, and 

of national and regional differences, and so on. This implies that we should take heed 

of relevant industrial differences when analysing perfonnance differences using sci

ence and technology indicators. This can be a serious problem in comparative analy

ses at national level, because the aggregate statistics which are used to make interna

tional comparisons (such as national accounts statistics, or statistics at sector level) 

t For related analyses of difficulties in using these measures in a policy context, see K. Hughes. "The 
interprelation and measurement of R&D intenSity: a note", Research Policy, 17 (1988). 301· 307, and 
K. Palda, "Technological intensity: concept and measurement", Research Policy, 15, 1986, pp. 187-
198. 
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usually do not take account of even major variations in the underlying economic ac
tivity. 

Improving the quality of transnational comparisons is panly a problem of producing 
new data (such as data on innovation outputs and non-R&D innovation costs), and 

panly of having a more sophisticated understanding of the data which we already 

· have. By far the most imponant data on innovation inputs are official R&D statistics, 

which are available for most advanced counaies, often over long time periods. Un

derstanding R&D data is therefore of considerable imponance for understanding in

novation patterns across counaies, especially since direct surveys of innovation usu

ally show that R&D is closely correlated with innovation outputs at fmn level. And 
in practice, policy-makers ·frequently use comparative R&D intensities· (meaning 

R&D to output ratios for sectors) as a basis for discussing policy problems. For ex

ample, most small economies have lower R&D intensities than large economies, and 

it is very common to find policy-makers in small counaies arguing that a core task for 
innovation policy is to raise R&D intensity. 

However there are a number of complexities in making cross-country comparisons on 

the basis of R&D perfonnance. This study takes up two basic problems, and shows 

how they can be taken into account in comparing R&D performance. These problems 

are, fU"Stly, the absolute size of the economy, and secondly, its industrial structure. 

Both have imponant effects on R&D intensity, and should therefore be part of any 

transnational comparisons. In ienns of size, there appears to be a clear positive link 

between the absolute size of an economy, and its R&D intensity, so simply comparing 

small and large economies without taking account of this size effect is potentially 

misleading. Secondly, R&D intensities, both for the manufacturing sector and for the 

economy as a whole, are strongly shaped by industrial structure. At the simplest level, 

an economy which specialises in industries which do not access their technologies 

through R&D will have a lower R&D intensity than an economy which has a large 

. propOrtion of output coming from industries which rest in some sense on research. 

This industrial structure effect can be very important in analytical terms. But it is im

ponant in policy tenns as well, because it is highly relevant for the balance between 

R&D policies and other fonns of policy (such as diffusion or training policies) in the 

overall innovation policy mix. 

In the study which follows, we focus on these two characteristics - size and industrial 

structure - and show how they interact, and how they affect our understanding of 

ovenill R&D perfonnance in small and large econpmies of the Triad. 
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2. Sources and data 

In this study we compare R&D intensities in the manufacturing sector across 12 dif

ferent countries. We examine the relationship between these R&D intensities and the 

size of the economies concerned, as measured by GDP (gross domestic product), and 

then try to describe this relationship in funher detail by taking the industrial structure 

of the countries concerned into account. Our main data source is a preliminary ver

sion of the OECD STAN data base, which involves a wide range of data including 

consistent R&D and output data from 1970 to 1987 for a number of countries; where 

necessary we have supplemented the STAN data with data drawn from the Basic Sci

ence and Technology Statistics publication from the OECD, and from national ac

counts statistics, also from the OECD. 

By the R&D intensity in a given sector of the economy we understand the total R&D· 

expenditures in this sector expressed as a proponion of total production in the sector 

(the sector in question may of course also be e.g .. the whole economy). The R&D in

tensity within manufacturing industry we accordingly define as the ratio between to

tal R&D expenditures and total value added in the mflnufacturing sector. The kind of 

R&D expenditures we consider are all expenditures on R&D, in our case in the 

manufacturing ,sector of the business enterprise sector, irrespective of source of fi

nancing. These are referred to as BERD (Business enterprise expenditure on R&D) in 

the OECD data sources. In addition to R&D expenditures financed by business en

terprises themselves, they include gpvemment expenditure on R&D performed within 

the business enterprise sector, as well as 'funds from other national sources' and 'funds 

from abroad'. 

In this study we look at comparative R&D perfonnance in one panicular year, namely 

1985. The counuies we compare are the USA, Japan, the Federal Republic of Ger

many (as it was in 1985), France, the UK, Italy, Canada, Australia, Denmark, Fin

land, Norway and Sweden; our selection is governed by data availability and consis

tency. However, the data are not altogether complete for these 12 countries. In the 

case of Finland, R&D expenditure figures are missing for several industries, and we 

have had to make a number of estimates using other sources. For the other countries, 

there are very few missing data. 
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3. Comparing R&D Intensities 

Let us now look at the data. If we for each of the 12 countries we divide the total 

R&D expenditures in the manufacturing industry sector by totar value added in the 

manufacturing industry sector, we get the R&D intensities in manufacturing industry ~ 

in 1985 reponed in Table 1, below. 

Table 1: R&D intensities in manufacturing, per cent, 1985. 

USA 9.7 
Sweden 8.3 
UK 6.5 
Germany 5.8 
Jaoan 5.7 
France 5.6 
Norway 3.4 
Finland 3.4 
Canada 3.2 
Denmark 3.0 
Italy 2.4 
Australia 1.8 

The mean of this distribution is 4.9, with standard deviation 2.3. 

With the help of the average and the standard deviation we can express these R&D 

intensity figures in tenns of so-called 'standard scores' or 'z scores', to get a clearer 

impression of each economy's relative position within the distribution. The meaning 

of these standard scores or 'z scores' is the following: in a univariate distribution, the 

standard scores express the values of each of the units on this variable in terms of the 

distance from the average of the distribution in question, where the unit of measure

ment is the standard deviation of the distribution. We get these standard scores, that 

is, by subtracting the average of the distribution from the original scores and then di

viding by ··the standard deviation. In other words, we are measuring how many stan

dard deviations each country is from the mean. These standard scores are shown in 

Table 2, below. 
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Table 2: R&D intensities in manufacturing, z scores, 1985. 

USA 2.06 
Sweden 1.44 
UK 0.67 
Gennany 0.39 
Jaoan 0.33 
France 0.29 
Norway -0.63 
Finland -0.63 
Canada -0.73 
Denmark -0.80 
Italy - 1.07 
Australia - 1.33 

Table 1 shows that the USA has a R&D intensity in manufacturing of 9.7 %, while 

the mean is 4.9% and the standard deviation is 2.3 %. This gives a z score for the 

USA on this variable of 2.06, registered in Table 2, which means that 9.7% lies 2.06 

·standard deviations above the average of the disaibution. Similarly, Australia's z 

score of ... 1.33 means that this country's manufacturing R&D intensity of 1.8% lies 

1.33 standard deviations below the average of the distribution. 

What seems to emerge from the above tables is that the large economies tend to have 

above·average manufacturing R&D intensities, while the small economies tend to 

have below-average intensities. If we define the USA, Japan, Gennany, France, the 

UK and Italy as large economies, the remaining six as small ones, we find only two 

· exceptions to this general tendency. These, however, are gross. exceptions. Sweden is 

a small economy, but has a very high R&D intensity in the manufacturing industry, 

second only to the USA. On the other hand Italy is a large economy with a very low 

manufacturing R&D intensity. 

In Figure 1, below, we show .the relationship between size of economy and manufac

turing R&D intensities by plotting these intensities against GDP. We have here used 

purchasing power parities (PPP) , rather than the exchange rates, to express the value 

of the GDPs of the different countries in US dollars. 
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Figure 1: R&D intensity in manufacturing and size of economy, 1985. 
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Notice that Norway and Finland are so close both in manufacturing R&D intensity 

and . in GDP that they are not distinguishable in this diagram and are consequently 

represented by the same point. 

There is a relatively high positive correlation between size of the economy as meas

ured by the·GDP and R&D intensity in the manufacturing sector. This relationship is 

illustrated by the linear regression line drawn through the diagram. The Pearson prod

uct-moment correlation coefficient, r = 0.67, r2 = 0.44. Using a one-tailed test, this 

relationship is statistically significant (significantly larger than zero) at the .01 level 

of significance. 

A word should be said about reponing statistical significance in this context, how

ever. Firstly, regression coefficients and significance depend closely on the structure 

of the sample. On the one hand, taking out. outlier economies such as Sweden and 

Italy, and perhaps also the USA (on the grounds of its· size and technological leader

ship position) we might find an even tighter fit in the data. On the other hand, there is 

no question of generalizing from our sample to all the countries in the world, since 

our sample is a sample of very special economies: it consists of some of the most 

highly developed in the world economy, including its· absolute leaders. With these 

reservations in mind, therefore, the larger the absolute size of the economy, the higher 

the R&D intensity of the manufacturing sector tends to be. 

!" 
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We now want to depict this relationship in a slightly different way, which makes the 

difference between large and small economies come out more clearly. This is done in 

Figure 2, below. This diagram differs from the one in Figure 1 in two ways. First, the 
scores on both variables have been ttansfonned into 'standard scores' or 'z scores'. 

( 

Second, when it comes to depicting size of economy (along the x-axis), we have not 

used the z scores of the GDP figures, but the z scores of In to GOP. This has the ef

fect of spreading the countries more evenly along this dimension. 

Figure 2: R&D intensities in manufacturing industry, z scores, and size of 
economy, z scores In GDP, 1985. 
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The differences among the large countties appear smaller than in Figure 1, which ba

sically means that the score of the USA becomes less extreme compared to the other 

countties. At the other end of the scale, the differences among the small countries ap
pear larger (notice thai it is now possible to distinguish Norway and Finland), and 

they are to a lesser degree clustered together to the left in the diagram. 

In Figure 2, then, we get the large economies to the right of they-axis and the small 

economies to the left, apan from Canada, which comes slightly over to the right side. , 

The figure clearly shows, then, that apan from the two gross exceptions, Italy and 

Sweden, the large economies have a manufacturing R&D intensity above average and · 

the small economies a manufacturing R&D intensity below average. 
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Apart from the purely illu~tration purpose of using the In to GDP instead of (or rather 

in addition to) the GOP, we also want to use the In to GDP as an additional, separate 

measure of economy size. Even if we should have an hypothesis that there tends to be 
a positive relationship between economy size and R&D intensity, we might not have 

any idea as to the exact shape of this relationship, whether it is linear or non-linear, 

for instance, or whether there are critical threshold values involved, etc. Checking 

what happens with the relationship· when we use a different measure of might then be 

of interest, especially if we should suspect that the correlation we found in the fU'St 

place was heavily influenced by the one score of the USA. Computing the correlation 

coefficient between manufacturing R&D intensity and economy size when economy 

size is measured by ln to GDP, we get r = 0.53, r2 = 0.28. With a one-tailed test, we 

find this relationship statistically significant at the 0.05 level. 

We see that we get a somewhat smaller correlation than when we used GDP as a 

measure of economy size. The correlation is still a relatively high one, however. 

Again we have illustrated this relationship by drawing a linear regression line through 

the diagram (with z scores on both variables, r equals the slope of the regression line). 

4. Interpreting Differences in R&D Intensity 

How should one interpret these differences in manuf~turing R&D intensities across 

countries? We will fU'St suggest an interpretation which at fmt sight might seem 

plausible, but we will then suggest that this interpretation is superficial and one-sided, 

and that more complex relationships need to be examined before any conclusions can 

be drawn. 

To simplify, then, the interpretation that might seem plausible at fll'st sight, would be 

to see these differences in R&D intensities as reflecting differences in performance 

across countries. That is, the manufacturing sectors of some countties perform better 

when it comes to how much technological progress, structural change, productivity 

growth, etc., is going on inside each countries. The hypothesis would ·be that in some 

countries the manufacturing ·industry is advanced, dynamic, forward looking, and so 

on, and this is reflected in relatively high R&D intensities. On the other hand, in 

countries with a less advanced, less dynamic, less forward looking manufacturing 

sector, R&D intensities tend to be lower. This again one might think of as reflecting 

. the different mentalities, attitudes, ideologies, etc., characteristic of the different cul

tures -of the countries in question, or as reflecting differences in social and material 
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resources to perfonn industrial R&D, or both. As we noted above, these views are 

frequently taken by policy·makers in low-R&D-intensity economies. 

The above result, showing that there is a clear tendency for the large economies to 

have higher R&D intensities within the manufacturing sector than the small econo-

mies, might then be interpreted as reflecting that the large economies generally per
form better than the small ones when it comes to dynamism, technological change, 

innovation, etc. One reason for this might be that inside the large economies the con

centrations of resources required to perfonn and use R&D efficiently more easily oc

cur than inside the small ones; this might be seen as a modified version of 

Schumpeter's arguments about fmns size and innovative activity. Thus the concentra

tion of financial resources, e.g. inside large corporations, and the concentration of 

human resources in large agglomerations, makes possible dense networks of R&D 

institutions and qualified personnel. In shon, scale is crucial. One might perhaps also 

postulate that the large economies generally offer an environment which is conducive 

to dynamism on the pan of economic actors, whereas the small economies on the 

contrary lack these positive environmental factors. 

However, as we indicated above, this interpretation of differences in R&D intensities 

in tenns of differences in perfonnance, dynamism, advance, etc.,. is problematic. If 

not necessarily wrong, at the very least it is premature. There are, of course, several 

difficult problems involved here, among them the question of to what de~ mere 

expenditures on R&D are a good indicator of technological and economic perform
ance. This problem we will not discuss here, though it is a real one (especially when 

using aggregate data to make comparisons). 

But even granted that R&D intensities constitute a reasonably good indicator of tech

nological and economic perfonnance, there is one crucial dimension which remains 

hidden in these overall manufacturing R&D. intensity figures, namely the industrial 
structUres of the economies in question. We tum now to this issue. · 
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S. R&D Intensity and Industrial Structure 

The manufacturing sector in any counuy is of course made up of a multitude of dif

ferent indusaies, and the overall manufacturing industry R&D intensity of a given 
country is the sum of all R&D expenditures in all these industries divided by the sum 

of all the value added in all these industries. We can also calculate an R&D intensity 

for each of these industries. Now the main point here is that these industry-specific 

R&D intensities vary enormously across industries. 

Let us explain this more precisely. In the OECD data sources total manufacturing 

production is divided into 22 different industries at 3-digit ISIC level. Both R&D ex
penditures (BERD) and value added are given for each of these industries, for each of 

the 12 countries in STAN. For each of the 12 countries we have taken each of these 

22 industries and calculated its R&D intensity and its share of the country's total 

value added in the manufacturing sector. It is the pattern of the different indusaies' 

share of total manufacturing' value added of each country that we here refer to as the 

industrial structure of the country concerned. 

How much does R&D intensity vary across industries? Let us fli'St take the case of the 

USA. Figure 3, below, depicts R&D intensity and share of total US manufacturing 

value added for each of the 22 industries that ·the manufacturing sector has been di

vided into in the OECD data sources.' 
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Figure 3: R&D intensity and share of total manufacturing value added of 22 
i.ndustries, USA, 1985. , 
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The industries are the following: 

1 Food. drink and tobacco 12 Fabricated metal products 
2 Textiles. footwear and leather 13 Non-elecuical machinery 
3 Wood. cork and furniture 14 Comouters and office machinerv 
4 Paoer. orint and oublishin2 15 Electrical machinerv 

10 

1 • 

• 

5 Industrial chemicals 16 Communication eauioment and semiconduclOJ'S 
6 Pharmaceuticals 17 Shiobuilding 
7 Petroleum refining 18 Motor vehicles 
8 Rubber and olastic oroducts 19 A e 
9 Stone. cJay :and 2lass 20 Other uanspon ~uiJ)ment 

10 Ferrous metals 21 Instruments 
11 Non-ferrous meaals 22 Other manufacturing 

12 

In Figure 3 we have also identified each of the industries by numbers from 1 to 22. 

referring to the table above. It should be noted that for the USA there are no data for 

R&D expenditures in the shipbuilding industry (no. 17 in Figure 3). The figure shows 

clearly that the variation in R&D intensities across industries is very great, even in
side one single country. This is .not something which holds only for the USA. To take 

another example, we have made the same calculations of R&D intensities and share 

of total manufacturing value added of the different industries for an economy which 

is very different from the US economy, namely the Norwegian. The results are shown 

in Figure 4, below. 
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Figure 4: R&D intensity and share of total manufacturing value added of 22 
· industries, Norway, 1985. 
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The numbers identifying the different ,industries refer to the same table as in Figure 3. 

It should be noted that in the Norwegian case there are no data for R&D expenditures 

in the aerospace industry (no. 19 in the figure). We see that also the Norwegian 

manufacturing sector is characterized by very large inter-industry differences in R&D 

intensities. Comparing the two figures we see that, although R&D intensities in the 

same industry do vary between the two countries, substantially in some indusaies, 

insignificantly in others, there is a very clear tendency for the same industries to have 

high, respectively low, R&D intensities in both counnies. 

This quite generally applies among the 12 countries we examine. Irrespective of 

country, some industries tend to have high R&D intensities, some tend to have low 

R&D intensities. Although there is intra-industry variation in R&D intensities across 

countries, we may think of each industry as having a typical R&D intensity, which 

may be described for instance by giving some kind of average value. In Figure 5, be

low, we have depicted R&D intensity and share of total manufacturing value added 

for each industry for the 12 countries in our study combined. The R&D intensity of 

each indusay we get when we take the total R&D expenditures and the total value 

added in each industry of the 12 counaies combined might be thought of as one indi

cator of what the typical R&D intensity of each industry is. 
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Figure 5: R&D intensity and share of total manufacturing ,.alue added of 22 
industries, total for the 12 countries, 1985. . 
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The reference for the numbers identifying the industries is still the same as above. 

Quite generally we see that the industries having high, respectively low, R&D inten

sities to a very high degree tend to be the same as in the cases of the USA and of 

Norway (of course, given that the USA has almost 40 per cent of the manufacturing 

value added and 54 per cent of R&D expenditures in the manufacturing sector of 

these 12 countries together, both the R&D intensities and the industrial sttucture of 

these 12 countries taken together will by and large be highly influenced by the R&D 
intensities and the industrial sttucture of the US economy). By conttast, Norwegian 

R&D intensities and industrial structure hardly influences the totals at all, given that 

Norway accounts for no more than 0.4 per cent of the manufacturing value added and 

0.2 per cent of the manufacturing sector R&D expenditures of the 12 countries). 

These typical R&D intensities of each industry may be thought of as a characteristic 

of the industry as such, reflecting the fact that the R&D intensity of an industry to a 

large extent will be detennined by the specific products of the industry, its typical 

production processes, demand conditions, the conditions of the competition in the in

dustry, etc. Figure 5 shows that industries which. typically have high R&D intensities 

are aerospace (no. 19), computers and office machinery (no. 14), communication 
equipment and semiconductors (no. 16), pharmaceuticals (no. 6), instruments 
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(no. 21 ), nwtor vehicles (no. 18)~ and electrical miJchinery (no. 15). By contrast, im- · 

ponant industries which typically have very low R&D intensities are food, drink and 

tobacco (no. 1), paper, print and publishing (no. 4), textiles, footwear and leather 

{no. 2), and wood, cork and furniture (no. 3).Basically the same picture emerges from 

Figure 3 and Figure 4. These differences are of course the basis for the OECD's well

known classification of industries into high, medium and low R&D-intensive indus

tries.2 

Now, given the enonnous inter-industry variation in R&D intensities, the overall 

manufacturing R&D intensities of each country will be crucially dependent on its in

dustrial structure. If a country has a disproportionately large share of its manufactur

ing production in the high intensity industries, this will, all other things equal, con

tribute to a high overall manufacturing R&D intensity. Since the inter-industty vari

ation in R&D intensities is very large, this will be the case even if the country in 

question should have R&D intensities substantially below average in these high in- 1 

tensity indusaies. A disproponionately large share of manufacturing production in the 

low intensity industries will have the opposite effect on overall manufacturing R&D 

intensity. In this way it is quite possible for one country to have a higher R&D in

tensity than another countty in each single industry, and nevenheless have a lower 

overall manufacturing R&D intensity, namely if the indusnial structure of the rmt 

country to· a larger extent is dominated by low R&D intensity indusai~s than the sec

ond. 

Going back to figures 3 and 4 again and comparing the US and Norwegian industrial 

structures, we do indeed find that the USA has a larger, and generally substantially 

larger, share of its manufacturing production in all the above-mentioned high R&D 

intensity industries. By contrast, Norway has a substantially larger share of manufac

turing production than the USA in imponant very low R&D intensity industries like 

food, drink and tobacco, paper, print and publishing, and wood, cork and furnirure. It 

seems reasonable to suppose, then, that a large pan of the difference in overall 

manufacturing R&D intensity between the USA and Norway can be accounted for by 

the different indusaiai structures of the two countties. 

However, when inspecting figures 3 and 4 more closely and comparing the R&D in

tensities of the two countries in each industry separately, the general impression is 

that the USA has a higher R&D intensity than Norway in about 2/3 .of the 22 indus-

2 See OECD, Science and Technology Indicators No 2: R&D, laoovatioo and Competitiveness 
(OECD: Paris), 1986, pp. 58-70 
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tties, whereas the opposite is the case in the remaining 1/3. This suggests that the 

difference in overall manufacturing R&D intensities between the USA and Norway 

also to a cenain extent is accounted for by the fact that the USA by and large has a 

.higher R&D intensity than Norway in each of the indusaies taken separately. 

In the following we will tty to examine this issue in a more systematic way. Our point 

of departure is the overall manufacturing R&D intensities of the 12 countries in our 

sample. As we have seen, the overall manufacturing R&D intensity varies substan·, 

tially across these countries. We want to be able say something about to what extent 

this variation expresses variation in industrial structure across these countties, and to 

what extent it expresses differences in R&D intensities among countries within the 

different indusaies. · 

Furthennore, a cenual theme of this paper is that there is a positive relationship be· 

tween size of economy and manufacturing sector R&D intensity. Specifically, then, 

we want say something about to what extent this, relationship between size of econ· 

omy and R&D intensity in the manufacturing sector expresses differences in indus· 

trial structure between lar~c: and small economies and to what extent it expresses that 

large economies tend to have higher R&D intensi~es within the different industries 

than the small ones. Is the industrial structure the crucial factor, or is it rather the 

R&D intensities within the different industries, or are these two dimensions generally 

connected so that an 'advanced' indusaial structure and high R&D intensities within 

the different industries tend to go together? 

We consequently will tty to construct some summary measures which pennit us to 

decompose the overall manufacturing R&D intensities of the different countries into, 

on the one hand, what is due to the industtial structure of the country in question, and, 

on the other hand, what is due to the R&D intensities, within the different industties. 

The latter of these measures involves the idea of somehow comparing the differences 

in overall manufacturing R&D intensity across countties when the differences in in· 

dustrial structure across the countries have been taken account of. 
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'6. Industrial strllcture and R&D Intensity: Decomposition 

In this section we simply set out some of the above ideas in a more fonnal way; we 

then go on to quantify the effects of industrial structure. Our point of depanure is the 

overall manufacturing R&D intensity of ·a given country (i.e. any of the countties 

which we examine), which we will denote by I 
10

, • This is defined by 

I = BERD., 
IDI v A,, ' 

where BERD10, denotes total R&D expenditures in the manufacturing sector and VA., 

denotes total value added in the manufacturing sector of the country concerned. Now, 

BERD., = BERD1 + BERD1 + ........ +BERD,. , 

where BERD1, BERD1 , etc., denotes R&D expenditures in, respectively, industry no. 

1, industry no. 2, etc., up to industry no. n (i.e. no. 22 in our case). Substituting in the 

above expression, we can express the overall manufacturing R&D intensities by: 

I,., = BERDID, = BERDJ + BERD2 + ........ BERD,. 
VA.c,, : VA,., VA.,, VA,. 

This expression we can transfonn by multiplying each of the components of the sum 

by VA; , i.e. by 1, where VA; is value added in industry no. i: 
VA; · 

I =(BERD1 • V~ )+(BERD2. V~ )+ ........ +(BERD,.. VA,.) , 
IDI v Ai v A., v Az v A,., v A,. v AID, 

or 
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. N th fi . BERD; f · · · d ow, e rrst expresston,. , o course·gtves the R&D intensity tn 1n ustry no. 
VA. · · 

' 

i, which we will denote by 1;. The second expression, VA; , is industry i's share of 
v A,.,, 

total value added, which we will denote by w; (w for weight). We then get: 

.. 
I.,= 2.1; ·W; • 

.. 1 

That is to say, the overall R&D intensity in the manufacturing industry sector is the 

weighted sum of the R&D intensities of all manufacturing indusnies, when the 

weights are each industry's share of total manufacturing value added. 

We now want to define a typical R&D intensity for each industry. As this typical 
value we choose the average R&D intensity across the 12 countries in the industry 

concerned, denoted by 1;. Notice that these R&D intensities are not the same as those 

depicted in Figure 5. There we used the R&D intensities in each industry when all the 

12 countries together were considered as one large economy. The averages we oper

ate with here are obtained in the following way: In any given industry, each of the 12 

countries has a given R&D intensity. The average in question here is just an average 

of these 12 values, which is to say that it is an unweighted average. 

Now, the expression 

.. 
I.,,= I,I; ·W; 

i•l 

we can transfonn by adding and subtracting I;, that is to say by adding 0, in each of 

its components: 

.. 
/ 101 = I,(l; + i; -~) ·W; , 

isl 

which gives 
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1.,, = i[(J, ·wJ+(l; -l,)·w;] 
i=l 

and 

.. Jl 

1,., = 1:1; ·W; + 1:(1; -l;)·w; 
acl i=l 

We have here expressed the overall manufacturing R&D intensity of a country as a 

.. 
- sum of two different components. The fust of these components, 1:1; · w; , is a 

· measure of the effect of the industrial structure on the overall manufacturing R&D 

intensity. This is the sum of the average R&D intensities across the 12 countries mul

tiplied by the actual share of total manufacturing value added for each industry of the 

· country in question. It answers the question: Given the· indusaial structure of the 

country in question, what would the country's overall manufacturing R&D intensity 

have been if it in each single industry had had the average R&D intensity of the in

dusay in question? Comparing across the 12 country's, we see that this component 

tells us what the differences in overall manufacturing intensities among the countries 

had been ·if they had had the same R&D intensity in each single industry. Holding 

R&D intensity constant in this way (here, of course, it is crucial that these same R&D 

intensities can be said to be typical of the industty in question), this expression may 

reasonably be thought of as a measure of the effect of indusal.al structure on overall 

manufacturing R&D intensities. 

" The other component of the sum, 1:(1,-l;)·w, , may, then, be thought of as a 

measure of ~e pure effect of R&D intensities on overall manufacturing R&D intensi

ties, when differences in industrial structure have been taken account of. For each 

country, it gives the weighted sum over all industries of the difference between the 

R&D intensity of the country concerned and the average R&D intensity in each in

dustry, when the weights that are attached to each industry are defined by the indus

try's share of total manufacturing value added of the country concerned. We will dis

cuss this measure of the 'pure' effect of R&D intensities on overall manufacturing 

R&D intensities later in the paper. 
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" " Now, in the expression Ill, = r i; . w. + r (I; -l.). W; ' the tWO components of the 

sum are not, so to speak, 'symmeaical'. The fU"St component says what the overall 
R&D intensity would have been if the country in question had had the- average indus

try-specific R&D intensity in each single industry, it gives a hypothetical overall 

R&D intensity value. The second component, by contrast, is defined as a weighted 

difference from an average. We now want construct the fonnula in a more 

'symmetric' way, by letting both components be expressed differences from an aver

age. 

To do this, we ftrst defme the average overall manufacturing R&D intensity among 

the 12 countries, denoted by i111,. This is the average of the numbers presented in Ta

ble 1, and is an unweighted average. As reponed just below Table 1, this average is 

4.9 per cent. This average must ~ distinguished from the overall manufacturing R&D 

intensity of all the 12 countries combined, which is considerably higher (6.9 per 
cent), reflecting, of course, that the large economies tend to have higher overall 

manufacturing R&D intensities than the small ones. 

This average value we now subtract from both sides of the equation 

.. .. 
1~~~, = il; ·w, + i(I, -~)·w, to get 

icl ... 

Rearranging, we get 

This expression takes th~ difference of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity of 

the country in question from the average overall manufacturing R&D intensity as the 

point of depanure, and it expresses this difference as a sum of, on the one hand, how 

much of this difference can be attributed to the industrial structure of the countty (the 

expression in the flfSt brackets), and, on the other hand, how much of this difference 
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can be ataibuted to the R&D intensities 'as such', i.e. within the different indusaies 

(the expression in the second brackets). 

7. R&D Intensities: quantitative decomposition 

Let us now see what results we get when we for each of the counnies in our study de

compose the difference between the overall manufacturing R&D intensity of the 

country and the average overall manufacturing R&D intensity into an effect of indus

trial structure and an effect of 'pure' R&D intensities, in the way described above. 

We stan out from the overall manufacturing R&D intensities reponed in Table 1 

above. Subtracting the average value (4.9 per cent) from the value of each of the 

counaies, we get the differences from the average reponed in Table 3, below: 

Table 3: R&D intensities in manufacturing, differences from average, per cent, 
1985. 

USA 4.82 
Sweden 3.36 
UK 1.57 
Gennany 0.92 
Jaoan 0.78 
France 0.68 
Norway -1.47 
Finland - 1.47 
Canada - 1.71 
Denmark - 1.87 
Italy -2.50 
Australia - 3.11 

It is these overall manufacturing R&D intensities expressed as differences from the 

average value that we now intend to decompose as a sum of, on the one hand, an ef

feet of R&D intensities within the different industries, and, on the other hand, an ef

feet of industrial structure. The results of this decomposition are given in Table 4, 

below. 
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Table 4: R&D intensities in the manufacturing sector differences from average: 
Decomposition in effect of R&D intensities within the different industries and 
industrial structure. 1985. 

(1) (2) (3) 
effect of effect of overall 

R&D industrial R&D 
intensities structure intensities 

USA 3.10 1.72 4.82 
Sweden 3.33 0.03 3.36 
UK 0.99 0.58 1.57 
Gennany 0.03 0.90 0.92 
Japan -0.11 0.89 0.78 
France 0.02 0.66 0.68 
Norway -0.18 - 1.28 . - 1.47 
Finland 0.48 -1.95 - 1.47 
Canada -1.02 -0.69 - 1.71 
Derunark -0.82 - 1.05 - 1.87 
Italy -2.09 -0.41 -2.50 
Australia -2.06 - 1.05 - 3.11 

Here (1) + (2) = (3). 

These results are depicted graphically in Figure 6, below, which shows how the 12 

countries are distributed according to their values on the variable expressing the effect 

on total manufacturing R&D intensity of the R&D intensities within the different in

dustries, along the y-axis, and on the variable expressing the effect on total manufac

turing R&D.intensity of the industrial structure, along the x-axis. 
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Figure 6: Decomposition of manufacturing R&D 'intensities, differences from 
average, into effect of R&D intensities in the different industries (y-axis), and 
effect of industrial structure (x-axis), 1985. 
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We see that there is a clear tendency ~or these two dimensions to be connected. 

Countries with a high value on the industrial structure variable also tend to have a 

high value on the R&D intensity in the different industries variable; and, especially, 

countries with a low value on the industrial structure variable also tend to have a low 

value on the R&D intensity in the different indusuies variable. The correlation is a 

moderately high one, r = 0.49, r2 = 0.24. Using a one-tailed test, we find that this re

lationship is statistically significant at the .10 level. 

We may note some exceptions to this general tendency. The most conspicuous is per

haps Finland, which has by far the lowest value on the industrial structure 'ariable, 

but nevenheless lies well above zero on the R&D intensity variable. Also Sweden 

may be counted as a clear exception, with the highest value of all the countries on the 

R&D intensity variable, but only slightly above zero on the industtial structure vari

able. The USA, by contrast, has a very high value on both variables. 

Returning now to the question of the relationship between overall manufacturing 

R&D intensities and size of the economy, we will now examine the relationship be

tween size of economy and each of these two components of the overall manufactur

ing intensities, considered separately. 
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We stan with the relationship between size of economy and the variable measuring 
R&D intensities within the different industries. Figure 7 below shows the distribution 
of the 12 countries on these two variables, when size of economy is measured by 
GDP. 

Figure 7: Relationship between GDP (x-axis) and index measuring R&D 
intensities within the different industries (y-axis), 1985. 
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Recall that for the correlation between GDP and overall manufacturing R&D intensity 

we had r = 0.67, with r2 = 0.44. The correlation between GOP and the R&D intensity 

component of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity is lower, with r = 0.48 and 
r2 = 0.23. (Using a one-tailed test, this relationship is statistically significant at the 

.10 level). However, a quick glance at this figure suggests that this relationship is 

heavily dependent on the values of the USA on these two variables. This is indeed the 

case. If we do not include the USA in the calculation, the correlation becomes quite 

negligible (r = 0.10, r2 = 0.01). 

This is reflected in the fact that when we measure size of economy by In to GDP in

stead of by GDP, we get a lower correlation between size of economy and the R&D 

intensity component of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity. In FigurC 8, below, 

we have depicted this relationship. Also, in Figure 8 we use the z scores instead of the 

'raw scores'. 
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Figure 8: Relationship between In GDP (x-axis) and index measuring R&D 
intensities within the different industries (y-axis), 1985. Z scores. 
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With ln GDP as a measure of economy size, we found a correlation between size of· 
economy and overall manufacturing. R&D intensity of r = 0.53, r2 = 0.28. With this 

measure the correlation between economy size and the R&D intensity component of 
the overall manufacturing R&D intensity becomes very much lower, with r = 0.19 
and r2 = 0.04. This relationship is nor statistically significant at the .10 level. 

We now tum to the relationship between economy size and the industrial structure 

component of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity. First we use GOP as a 

measure of economy size. This relationship is depicted in Figure 9, below. 
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Figure 9: Relationship between GDP (x-axis) and index measuring the effect of 
industrial structure on overall manufacturing R&D intensities (y-axis), 1985. 
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Here the positive relationship seems evident from the figure. The correlation is high, 
with r = 0.74, r2 = 0.55. This relationship ·is statistically significant at the .01 level. 
The correlation is higher than the one between GOP and overall manufacturing R&D 

intensity, where we had r = 0.67. Consequently, it is 'substantially higher than the 
· correlation between GDP and the R&D intensity component of the overall manufac

turing R&D intensity, where we had r = 0.48. Besides, this time excluding the USA 
from the calculations does not give a lower correlation. On the contrary, the correla

tion is even higher excluding the USA (r = 0.79, r2 = 0.62). 

The relationship between size of economy and the industrial structure component of 

the manufacturing R&D intensity is even more 'evident when we measure size of 
economy by In GDP than by GOP (which is to be expected given that the correlation 

between GOP and the industrial structure component gets higher when we exclude the 
USA from the calculations). This relationship is shown graphically in Figure 10, be

low, where z scores is used on both variables. 
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Figure 10: Relationship between In GDP (x-axis) and index measuring the effect 
of industrial structure on overall manufacturing R&D intensities (y-axis), 1985. 
Zscores. 
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The correlation here is a very high one, with r = 0.88 and r2 = 0. 78. This relationship 

is statistically significant at the .Ollevel. This conttasts with an r of 0.53 for the cor

relation between In GOP and overall manufacturing R&D intensity and of only 0.19 
for the correlation between ln GOP and the R&D intensity component of the overall 
manufacturing R&D intensity. 

Let us now sum up the argument so far. Our point of departure was the positive rela

tionship between size of economy and R&D intensity in the manufacturing industry 

sector. This relationship we found both when measuring size of economy by GDP and 

by In GDP. Since our data allowed us to break down the manufacturing industry sec

tor into 22 different industries, where for each industty we had data both for R&D 

expenditures and value added, we were able to decompose R&D intensity in the 

manufacturing sector into two different components: one component expressing the 
effect of the R&D intensities within the different industries on total manufacturing 

R&D intensity, controlling, so to speak, for industrial structure, and one component 

expressing the effect of the industrial structure on total manufacturing R&D intensity. 

This should enable us to examine more closely what bearing industrial structure has 

on the relationship between size of economy and R&D intensity in the manufacturing 

sector. Does the tendency for manufacturing R&D intensity to rise with size of econ

omy primarily mean that the large economies generally tend to. have higher R&D in-
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tensities in each single industry than the small ones, or does this tendency rather ex
press a difference in indusoial structure between large and small economies'? Or is it 

rather the case that these two aspects tend to go together, so that the larger economies 
both tend to have higher R&D intensities within each single industry and a larger 

proponion of their manufacturing production in industries characterized by high R&D 

intensity than the smaller economies? By calculating the correlation coefficients be

tween the variables measuring size of economy and the variables measuring the two 

components of overall manufacturing R&D intensity, we should get an indication of 

what the answers to these question are. 

The results of these exercises are summarized in Table 5, below, where we have 
given the Pearson product-moment cOITelation coefficient, r, for the relationship be

tween size of economy and manufacturing R&D intensity, and between size of econ

omy and each of the two components we have decomposed the manufacturing R&D 

intensity into. Funhermore, we have done this both with GOP and In GOP as a 

measure of size of the economy. 

Table 5: Product-moment correlation coefficients (r) between size of economy 
and manufacturing R&D intensity, and between size of economy and the two 
components of manufacturing R&D intensity. 1985. 

Measure of Overall R&D intensities Industrial 
size of manufacturing within different stmcture 
economy R&D intensity industries component 

component 
GOP 0.67 0.48 0.74 
lnGDP 0.53 0.19 0.88 

What this table shows, is that size of economy is much more highly con-elated with 

the -industtial structure component of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity than 

with the R&D intensities within the different industries component. This is especially 

marked when we use ln GDP as a measure of size of economy, but it also is evident 

when we measure size of economy simply by GOP. There is a clear tendency, then, 

for industrial structure to vary with size of economy in such a way that the larger the 

economy, the higher the proponion of manufacturing production accounted for by in

dustries characterized by high R&D intensity tends to be. This means that all other 

things being equal, that is, even supposing that R&D intensities in the same industries 

were the same in large and small economies, the differences in industrial structure 

between large and small economics would have the effect that the large economics 

would still have higher overall manufacturing R&D intensities than the small ones. 
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To have the same overall manufacturing R&D intensity as the large economies, the 

small economies would generally have had to have higher R&D intensities than the 

large economies within the different industries. But actually, there is also a tendency 

for the R&D intensities within the different indusaies to rise with size of. economy, 

although' this tendency is far less strong than the tendency for the R&D intensity ef

fect of industrial structure to vary with size of economy. 

This would seem to indicate that differences in overall manufacturing R&D intensi

ties between large and small economies to a large extent reflect differences in indus

trial structure. However, even given the extremely narrow focus of this paper, this is 

not as straightforward as it might seem. We will now look funher into some of the 

complexities involved. 

8. R&D Efforts, Industrial Structure and Size; some causal possibilities 

Let us stan with a very simple way of depicting the relationship between size of 

economy, industrial structure and manufacturing R&D intensity. We will think of in

dustrial structure as an 'intermediate variable' which mediates the-'relationship be

tween size of economy and manufacturing R&D intensity. 'Industrial structure' we 

will suppose is measured by the industrial structure component variable we con

structed above. 

Our point of departure is the relationship between size of economy and manufacturing 

R&D intensity. This relationship we will think of as expressing two different relation

ships. First, size of economy affects industrial structure, which in tum affects manu

facturing R&D intensity. The larger the economy, the more likely it is that the coun

try in question has an industrial structure which is conducive to a high manufacturing 

R&D intensity, and the more conducive the industrial structure is to a high manufac

turing R&D intensity, the more likely it is that the country in question has actually · 

realized a high manufacturing R&D intensity. There is an indirect effect, that is, of 

size of economy on manufacturing R&D intensity through the effect of size of econ

omy on industrial structure. 

But second, size of economy affects manufacturing R&D intensity directly, that is to 

say, the effect which goes through industrial structure will not account for all of the 

effect of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity. This direct effect is ex-
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pressed in the tendency f~r the large economies to have higher R&D intensities than 
the small ones even within the different industries. 

We these assumptions about the relationships involved by means of a simple 'causal 
model'. In Figure 11, below, we have done this using GDP as a measure of size of 
economy. 

Figure 11: 'Causal model' of relationship between size of economy, measured by 
GDP, and manufacturing R&D intensity, with industrial structure as an 
intermediate variable .. 
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We have here shown the assumptions of the causal relationships involved by means of ' 

arrows: GDP, the 'independent variable', has an effect both on industrial structure, the 

'intennediate variable' (denoted by 'structure' in the figure) and manufacturing R&D 

intensity, the 'dependent variable' (denoted by 'R&D intensity' in the figure). Indus

trial structure has an effect only on· manufacturing R&D intensity, and manufacturing 

R&D intensity is simply considered to be a dependent variable. 

We will now decompose the effect of size of economy, as measured by GOP, on 

manufacturing R&D intensity as a sum of, on the one hand, a direct effect, and, on 

the other hand, an indirect effect through indusaial structure. 

The point of depanure is the bivariate correlation between the independent and the 

dependent variable, as measured by the product moment correlation, r. In this case we 

have r = 0.67. This measure we will now think of as a measure of the strength of the 

causal relationship between the independent and the dependent variable, i.e. as ex· 

pressing a 'force'. It is this effect or force we will now decompose as a sum of a direct 

and an indirect effect. 
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Attached to each of the arrows in the figure is a measure of the direct effect between 

each of the variables. The direct effect between the independent and the dependent 

variable is simply the indicated direct effect between GOP and manufacturing R&D 
intensity. To compute the indirect effect of GOP on manufacturing R&D intensity 

through industrial structure, we multiply the two direct effects which lie along this 

path by each other, i.e. we multiply the direct effect of GDP on industrial structure 

with the direct effect of industrial structure on manufacturing R&D intensity. 

The direct effect between each of the variables is computed in the following way. 

Where the relationship between two variables in the model is not supposed to be de

pendent on a third variable, the direct effect the two variables is simply represented 

by the bivariate correlation between them, as measured by r. Thus, in Figure 11 the 

effect of GOP on industrial structure is represented by the bivariate correlation be

tween them (r = 0.74), because the way this model is constructed, neither GDP nor 

indusaial structure is dependent on any third variable (i.e. neith~r of them are de-. 

pendent on manufacturing R&D intensity). 

By contrast, both the relationship between GDP and manufacturing R&D intensity 

and between indusaial structure and manufacturing R&D intensity is dependent on a 

third variable. The relationship between GDP and manufacturing R&D intensity is 

dependent on industrial structure, because GDP has an effect on industrial structure, 

and industrial structure has an effect on manufacturing R&D intensity. The relation

ship between industrial structure and manufacturing R&D intensity is dependent on 

GDP, because GDP has an effect on both industrial structure and manufacturing R&D 

intensity. Consequently, if we want to find an expression for the direct effect of GDP 

on manufacturing R&D intensity and of industrial structure on manufacturing R&D 

intensity, we must conttol for the effect of the third variable (industrial structure and 

GDP, respectively). To get a correct decomposition of a bivariate relationship as a 

sum of direct and indirect effects, we must use the beta coefficients of a linear multi

ple regression equation as the expression of the direct effect of one variable on an

other when the effect of a third variable has been conttolled for. (The beta coeffi .. 

cients are the regression coefficients for a regression equation in standard score fonn.) 

This means that the measures of the direct effect of GOP on manufacturing R&D in

tensity and of industrial structure on manufacturing R&D intensity. are the regression· 

coefficients of the multiple regression equation with GOP and industrial structure as 

independent variables and manufacturing R&D intensity as independent variable, 

when all three variables are in standard or z score fonn. 
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Of course, even .if we have a positive relationship between two variables, either the 

direct effect or the indirect effect may be negative. This simply means that the rela

tionship i's to be understood as a result of opposite forces, where the positive is 

stronger than the negative. (If we have more than three variables, we will get more 

than one indirect effect. We then get a sum of these indirect effects plus the direct 

effect. Some of these may be positive, some may be negative. To get a positive total 

effect, all that is required is that the sum of these effects is positive.) 

Referring to Figure 11, above, let us now see how the bivariate relationship between 

GDP and manufacturing R&D intensity, considered as an effect of GOP (economy 

size) on manufacturing R&D intensity, decomposes into a sum of a direct effect and 

an indirect effect through industrial structure. For the bivariate relationship we have 

r = 0.67, consequently the total effect of GDP on manufacturing R&D intensity is 

0.67. The decomposition is perfonned in Table 6, below. 

Table 6: Decomposition of effect of GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensity into direct and indirect effect, with industrial structure as 
intermediate variable. 

direct effect: 0. 18 0.18 
+indirect effect through industrial structure: 0.74 · 0.66 = 0.49 
= total effect 0.67 

We see that this model seems to confinn the impression that we got when examining 

the correlation between GDP and each of tbe components of the manufacturing R&D 

intensity above, namely that differences in overall manufacturing R&D intensities 

between large and small economies to a large extent reflect differences in industtial 

structure. In this model 0.49 of the total effect of GOP on manufacturing R&D in

tensity of 0.67, or more than 70 per cent of this effect, is an indirect effect through 

industrial structure, while only 0.18, or less than 30 per cent, is a direct effect. As we 

said above, this direct effect should reflect that there is a tendency for R&D intensi

ties within the different industries to rise with size of economy. Given that we have 

already found that GDP is more highly correlated with the industrial structure com

ponent of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity than with the R&D intensity 

within the different industries component, the result of the above decomposition that 

the main part of the total effect of GDP on manufacturing R&D intensity is an~ indi-

rect effect through industrial structure, seems reasonable. 

However, this would be a premature conclusion, because things are a bit more com

plicated than the above analysis suggests. If we make the same kind of decomposition 
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of effect of size of economy on manufacturing R&D intensity into a direct effect and 
an indirect effect through industrial structure when measuring size of economy by In 

GDP instead of by GOP, we will See that we get results which at f1rst sight seem 
more difficult to interpret by referring to the correlation between ln GDP and the in

dusttial structure component of the overall manufacturing R&D intensity and between 

ln GDP and the R&D intensity within the different indusaies component. 

Remember that for the bivariate correlation between In GDP and manufacturing R&D 

intensity, we had r = 0.53, which is the expression of the total effect of economy size 

on manufacturing R&D intensity when economy size is measured by ln GDP. More

over, the comlation between economy size and the industrial structure component of 

the overall manufacturing R&D intensity was even higher when economy size was 

measured by In GOP than when economy size was measured by GDP, whereas the 

opposite was true with the correlation between economy size and the R&D intensity 

within the different indusaies component of the overall manufacturing R&D inten

sity: with In GOP instead of GOP as a measure of economy size, this correlation was 

considerably lower. 

We would then expect that when we decompose the total effect of economy size on 

manufacturing R&D intensity when using In GOP as a measure of economy size, the 

indirect effect through industrial structure should account for a larger share of the to

tal effect and the direct effect a smatler share than was the case when we measured 

economy size simply by GOP. 

The relationship that we have here assumed between the variables, with size of econ

omy having an effect on manufacturing R&D intensity both directly and indirectly 

through industrial structure, and with ln GDP as a measure of size of economy, is 

depicted by means of the 'causal model' in Figure 12, below. Here we also show the 

direct effects between each of the variables. 
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Figure 12: 'Causal model' of relationship between size of economy, measured by 
In GDP, and manufacturing R&D intensity, with industrial structure as an 
intermediate variable. 
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Using these direct effects, we get the following decomposition of the totai·effect of In 

GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing R&D intensity (Table 7): 

Table 7: -Decomposition of effect of In GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensity into direct and indirect effect, with industrial structure as 
intermediate variable. 

direct effect: - 0. 75 - 0. 75 
+ indirect effect lhtough industrial structure: 0.88 · 1.46 = 1.28 
= total effect 0.53 

In a way, what we expected turned out to be the case: not only is the indirect effect 
through industrial structure much larger than the direct effect, but the difference be

tween these two effects is much larger than in the case where economy size was 

measured by GDP. However, the contrast between the direct and the indirect effect 
here seems to be too great, to be exaggerated, in relation to what we would have ex

pected. Here ~e direct effect actually is negative, even very much negative. This 

negative direct effect is then by far outweighed by an even larger positive indirect 

effect through industrial structure . 

The problem here is that it is difficult to see why the direct effect should be negative. 

As we have said, the direct effect should express the relationship between economy 

size and manufacturing R&D intensity when we have controlled for the effect of in

dustrial structure on this relati~nship. This direct effect we would expect to express 

the relationship between economy size and the R&D intensities within the different 
industties. However, we have seen that even when we measure economy size by In 
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GDP, there is a positive correlation between economy size and the variable we con

structed to summarize the R&D intensities w~thin the different industries, even if this 

correlation is a rather low one. We would consequently expect the direct effect to be 

small, even perhaps quite negligible, and anyway smaller than in the case where 
economy size was measured by GOP. But it is not easy to see how it can be negative. 

However, here we refer to a variable which is not specified in this very simple model 

(namely to the R&D intensities within the different industties component- variable 

which we consaucted earlier in the paper). Funher below we will see how it comes 

about that the direct effect in the above model is negative. But to see this, and gen

erally to get a better view of what is happening, we have to construct models which 

are slightly more complex and which explicitly includes the variable not included in 

the simple model above. 

Before we go on, we also have to mention another problem which we run into in the 

model set out in Figure 12 and Table 7 above where. both In GDP and the industrial 

sttucture variable are independent variables. This is the problem of high multicollin-

. earity, which means that the independent variables in the model are highly correlated. 

Oearly, this is the case here, the correlation coefficient between In GDP and the in

dusaial structure variable being 0.88 (r2 = 0. 78). When there is ·high multicollinear

ity, the slope estimates in a regression equation become unreliable, which of course 

makes it highly problematic to compare the beta coefficients. 3 This may be one rea

son for the rather extreme coefficients we get in Figure 12 and Table 7 above. We 

will nevenhcless examine also this example more closely, because considering how 

the direct effect of ln. GOP on R&D intensity becomes negative may give a more 

precise understanding of. how this decomposition works. But we should stress that es-
\ 

pecially in this case (i.e. in the case where we have a model where both ln GDP and 

the industrial structure variable are independent variables) it is highly prob~ematic to 

interpret the estimates of the different effects in a substantive manner, and that the ra

tionale of the exercise is to explain and illustrate methodologi~al points. 

Having made these imponant qualifications, let us, then, resume our argument. Be

fore we go on explicitly including the variable not included in the simple model 

above, we have to discuss briefly these relationships in more substantial terms, rather 

than just in tennS of correlation. In the simple 'causal model' above (in both the GOP 

and the 1n GDP version), we have assumed that size of economy is an independent 

3 For an exposition of the multicollinearity problem, cf. Michael S. Lewis-Beck: Applied Regression 
- An Jmroduction, Sage University Paper series on .Quanticative Applications in the Social Sciences, 
series no: 07-022, Newbury Park 1980, pp. 58-63. 
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variable, industrial structure an intermediate variable and manufacturing R&D in

tensity a dependent variable. This, of course, is a very gross simplification, and in 
actual fact the influences will not just go one way, but will be more complex and re
ciprocal. 

: 

In the fU'St case, size of economy will not be something which is independent of R&D 

effons. -Given that the R&D expenditures have any effect on production at all, there 

will be a reciprocal relationship between size of economy and manufacturing R&D 

intensity: the more is spent on R&D (within reasonable limits, of course), the higher 

GDP will be. We will not go funher into this problem here, though, but will continue 

to treat size of economy as an independent variable. This is probably also to a large 

extent reasonable. R&D expenses will influence production per person, R&D inten
sity will therefore influence GDP primarily in the sense of GDP per capita. However, 

among the 12 countries which we study in this paper, variation in GOP per capita is 

far less imponant than variation in the size of population. Consequently, size of econ

omy measured by GDP primarily reflects size of population as far as these 12 

economies are concerned. This indicates that the effect of manufacturing R&D in

tensity on GOP will not be very important in this case. 

We will, however, look funher into the relationship between industrial structure and 

manufacturing R&D intensity. In the simple model above, there is an effect of in

dustrial structure on manufacturing R&D intensity, but no effect in the opposite di

rection. But in actual fact, there probably will be an effect in the opposite direction. 

Let us think of each country, and particularly the manufacturing sector of each coun

try, as having a cenain general capability to perfonn industrial R&D, reflecting its 

possession of resources of different kinds ·(human, cultural, organizational, material, 

etc.). Some countries will have a high 'R&D capability', others will have lower 'R&D 

capability'. This general 'R&D capability' of each country will be reflected in the 

manufacturing R&D intensity of the country. 

Now, the industrial suucture of a country will not be independent of its 'R&D capa

bility'. A country with a high R&D capability will, all other things equal, more easily 

engage in production in high R&D intensity industries than a counuy with a low 

R&D capability. Of course, there is a host of factors, both economic, social, geo

graphical, cultural, historical, etc., which go together to determine a country's indus

trial saucture. All in all, the industrial structure of a country is determined through 

complex economic and social processes and changes only slowly. To a large extent, 

therefore, it can be considered as detennined independently of the R&D capability of 
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the country. Nevenheless, there will also be a· cenain effect of 'R&D capability' on 

indusaial structure. More precisely, the R&D capability of a country will be one of 

the elements in the complex process which creates, reproduces and transforms die in

dustrial structure. Since the manufacturing R&D intensity of a country panly will re

flect this R&D capability, there will be an effect of manufacturing R&D intensity on 

indusaial structure. 

However, there will also be an effect in the opposite direction, that is,. between in· 

dustrial structure and 'R&D capability'. If a countty has an industrial structure charaC

terized by a comparatively large pan of industtial production in high R&D intensity~ 

industries, this industrial structure will make it necessary to devote substantial re

sources to R&D. But the more a country is 'forced' to engage in R&D, the more com· 

petent it will be, through a process of learning and experience, to perfonn R&D. 

There thus will be an effect of industrial structure not only on the amount of R&D 

performed, but, through the learning mechanism, on the competence with which the 

R&D is perfonned, that is, on the 'R&D capability' of the counay. 

There will, then, be a mutual relationship between 'R&D capability' and industrial 

structure. If a country has a high R&D capability, it will also more easily engage .in 

production in high R&D intensity industries. And if it has an industrial structure char

acterized by in high R&D intensity industties, it will be led to perform much R&D, 

and the very act of perfonning R&D will eventually enhance its competence and ca· 

pability for perfonning R&D. 

Now, what we here try to grasp by the notion of 'R&D capability' is a complex phe

nomenon, which will not be ~y to measure. As we have said, it will to a cenain ex

tent be reflected in manufacturing R&D intensity. However, this is the dependent 

variable in our models, it is precisely what we try to describe more accurately by de

composing it into different components, and our models will break down if we should 

also use manufacturing R&D intensity as a measure of R&D capability. 

This paper has an extremely narrow focus, and we have used an extremely narrow set 

of data in our work. Only data for R&D expenditures and for value added in a num· 

ber of industries have been used. Now, to get a measure or an indicator of 'R&D ca

pability' without introducing other data while still having manufacturing R&D inten

sity as the dependent variable, let us assume that what we here have tenned 'R&D ca

pability' to a reasonable extent can be measured by the R&D intensity within the dif

ferent industries variable that we constructed above. This would mean assuming that 
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the general 'R&D capability' of a country as a general tendency will be reflected in 

the R&D intensity of each of the different industries of the countty. As a very rough 

approximation, and serving mainly to illustrate, this may perhaps be not a too dubious 
assumption. 

We are now in a position to construct simple 'causal models' which are slightly more 
complex than the one (in two versions) we constructed above. Size of economy is still 

the independent variable. This variable influences both the R&D intensities with\n the 

different industries, what we now also regard as an indicator of 'R&D capability', and 
industrial structure. These two variables then both influence manufacturing R&D in

tensity. Besides, these two intermediate variables influence each other. 

We will construct two sets of models, one where GDP is used as a measure of size of 
economy, the other where In GOP is used as a measure of size of economy. We will 

stan by measuring size of economy by GOP. 

Let us fli'St indicate the bivariate correlation coefficients (r) between each of the vari

ables involved. These are shown in Figure 13, below. 

Figure 13: Bivariate correlation, measured by r, between each of the variables 
GD):l (size of economy), R&D intensity within the different industries, industrial 
structure and manufacturing R&D intensity. 

GOP 

intensity 
component 

R&D 
intensity 

In this figure we have denoted the variable measuring R&D intensity within the dif

ferent industries 'intensity component'. Otherwise, the variables are denoted in the 

same way as in Figure 11. 
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We may note that although the correlation between GOP and the industtial structure 

variable (0.74) is higher than the correlation between GDP and the intensity compo

nent variable (0.48), the bivariate correlation between. the industrial structure variable 

and manufacturing R&D intensity (0. 79) is lower than the one\ between the intensity 

component variable and manufacturing R&D intensity (0.92). 

Now, the correlation between GDP and manufacturing R&D intensity, given by 

r = 0.67, we now want to interpret as an effect of GDP (size of economy) on manu

facturing R&D intensity, 0:67 being a measure of the strength of the effect. We want 

to decompose this total effect into a direct effect and different indirect effects. 

This we do in two different models, representing two opposite limiting cases. What 

distinguishes them is the direction we assume of the causal relationship between the 

two intennediate variables. In the ftrst ·model, we see what happens when we assume 

that the intensity component or 'R&D capability' variable influences the industrial 

structure variable, but not the other way round. In the second model, on the other 

hand, we see what happens if we assume the opposite causal relationship, namely that 

industrial structure influences the R&D intensity within the different industries. 

In the first model, then, depicted in Figure 14, size of economy (GOP) influences 

both the intensity within the different industries (intensity component), industrial 

structure and manufacturing R&D intensity. The intensity component variable influ

ences both indusaial structure and manufacturing R&D· intensity. Industrial structure 

has an effect only on manufacturing R&D intensity, the dependent variable. · 
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Figure 14: 'Causal model' of effect of size of economy, measured by GDP, on 
manufacturing R&D intensity, with R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure as intermediate variables, and with R&D 
intensity within the different industries influencing industrial structure. 
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Here the direct effect of GDP on the intensity component is the bivariate correlation 

between these two variables, measured by r. The direct effects of GDP on structure 

and of the intensity component on sttucture, are the beta coefficients of the multiple 

linear regression equation with structure as dependent variable and. GOP and intensity 

component as independent variables. The direct effects of GOP on manufacturing 

R&D intensity, of the intensity component on manufacturing R&D intensity and of 

structure on manufacturing R&D intensity, are the beta coefficients of the multiple 

linear regression equation with manufacturing R&D in.tensity as dependent variable 

and GOP, intensity component and sttucture as independent variables. 

Now, since manufacturing R&D intensity is completely decomposed inro the R&D in

tensity within the different industries component and the industrial structure compo
nent, there is no direct effect of GDP on manufacturing R&D intensity (this ~ct 

effect is 0). All the effect of GDP on manufacturing R&D intensity goes through these 

two intennediate variables. 

By using the direct effects indicated in Figure 14, we can decompose the total effect 

of size of economy, measured by GDP, on manufacturing R~D intensity into a sum 

of various indirect effects. This we have done in Table 8, below. 
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Table 8: Decomposition of efTect of GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensit,¥ into indirect effects through R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure. First case: R&D intensity within the 
different industries influences industrial structure. 

direct effect: 0 0 
+ indirect effect through intensity component: 0.48 · 0. 70 = 0.33 
+ indirect effect through industrial structure: 0.66 · 0.45 = 0.30 
+ indirect effect through intensity component and industrial structure: 
0.48 . 0.17 . 0.45 = 0.04 
=~~ct n~ 

We see that with these assumptions, 0.30 of the total effect of size of economy on 

manufacturing R&D intensity of 0.67 (or about 45 per cent of this total effect) goes 
through industrial structure only. 0.33 goes through the intensity component only, 

while 0.04 goes through both the intensity component and industrial structure. 

Now, remember that earlier in this paper we posed the question of to what extent the 

relationship between size of economy and R&D intensity in the manufacturing sector 
expresses differences in industrial saucture between large and small economies and to 

what extent it expresses that large economies tend to have higher R&D intensities 

within the different industries than the small ones. Here, then, is one answer to this 

question, based on one set of assumptions. With 0.67 as the total effect of economy 

size on R&D intensity in the manufacturing sector as the point of depanure, 0.30 ex

presses differences in industrial structure between large and sUwl economies, inde

pendently of any effect of 'R&D capability' on industrial structure. 0.33 expresses the 

tendency for R&D intensities within the different industries to rise with size of econ
omy. In addition, 0.04 expresses this same tendency, but this time through the effect 

I 

of R&D capability on industrial siructure. 

Let us now see what results we get when we change one of the assumptions, namely 

when we assume the reverse direction of the causal relationship between the inter
mediate variables. This time industrial structure has an effect on 'R&D capability', the 

intensity component. Size of economy is still mea.Sured by GOP. 
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Figure 15: 'Causal model' of effect of size of economy, measured by GDP, on 
~nufacturing R&D intensity, with R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure as intermediate variables, and with industrial 
structure influencing R&D intensity within the different industries. 
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Here the direct effect of GOP on industtial structure is the bivariate correlation be

tween these two variables, measured by· r. All the other direct effects are the beta 

coefficients of the respective multiple linear regression equations. These direct effects 

give us the decomposition of the total effect of size of economy, measured by GOP, 

on manufacturing R&D intensity presented in Table 9, below. 

Table 9: Decomposition of etrect of GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensity into indirect effects through R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure. Second case: industrial structure inftuences 
R&D intensity within the ditrerent industries. 

~effea:O 0 
+ indirect effect through intensity component: 0.26 · 0. 70 = 0.18 
+indirect effect ·through industrial structure: 0.74 · 0.45 = 0.33 
+ indirect effect through industrial suucture and intensity component:. 
0.74. 0.29. 0.70 = 0.15 
= total effect 0.67 

(The deviation of the sum of the indirect effects as reponed here from the total effect 

is due to rounding errors.) 

With these assumptions, 0.33 of a total effect of 0.67 of economy size on R&D in

tensity in the manufacturing sector expresses differences in industrial structure be

tween large and small economies. In addition, there is an effCC:t of 0.15 which goes 
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through the effect of industrial stnicture on the R&D intensity within the different in

, dustries. Only 0.18 expresses the tendency for R&D intensities within the different 

industries to rise with size of economy, independently of any effect of industrial 

structure on R&D intensities within the different industries. 

We can compare this decomposition with the simpler model presented in Figure 11 

and Table 6 above. There we only had one intermediate variable, namely industrial 

structure. The strength of the indirect effect there was 0.49. As we can see from the 

slightly more comple~ model we have just presented, this includes everything which 

includes industrial strUcture, both the effect which goes through industrial structure 

only (0.33) and the effect which goes through the effect of indusuial structure on 

R&D intensities within the different industries (0.15). The direct effect in the simpler 

model (0.18), which, as we argued, should reflect the tendency for· R&D intensities 

within the different industries to rise with size of economy, is equal to the indirect 

effect of the slightly more complex model which goes through the in~ensity compo

nent only, given the assumption that industrial structure as an effect on the intensi~ 

component, but not the other way round. 

Let us now perform the same exercises with ln GDP instead of GOP as a measure of 

size of economy. We must then again stress that we in this case have a multicollin

earity _problem, which makes substantive interpretations of the results particularly 

problematic in this case. Our concern here is almost exclusively to explain how these 

decomposition exercises work. 

First we recapitulate the biv8riate correlation between each of the variables involved. 

The correlation coefficients are shown in Figure 16, below. 
\ 
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Figure 16: Bivariate correlation, -measured by r, between each of the variables In 
GDP (size of economy), R&D intensity within the different industries, industrial 
structure and manufacturing R&D intensity. 
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Here our point of depanure, the bivariate correlation between economy size and 

manufacturing R&D intensity is given by r = 0.53, which we also consider as a 
measure of the effect of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity. This is lower 

than in the case where GDP was a measure of economy size. The bivariate cOJTelJltion 
between economy size and the intensity components is also lower than in the case 
where economy size was measured by GDP (0. 19 as against 0.48), whereas the 
bivariate correlation between economy size and industrial structure is higher than in 
this fanner case (0.88 as against 0.74). The other three bivariate correlation coeffi

cients are not altered, of course. 

As in the case where we used GOP as a measure of economy size, in the fust causal 

model we assume that the R&D intensity within the different industries, understood 

as a measure of 'R&D capability', has an effect on industtial structure, but not the 

other way round. This model is presented in Figure 17, below. 
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Figure 17: 'Causal model' of effect of size of economy, measured by In GDP, on 
manufacturing R&D intensity, with R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure as intermediate variables, and with R&D 
intensity within the different industries inftuencing industrial structure. 
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This model is constructed in exactly the same way as the model presented in Fig

ure 14, the only difference being that ln GDP has been substituted for GOP. To 

document the multicollinearity problem here, when we regress each of the indc;pend

ent variables on the two other independent variables, we get R2 of 0.88, 0.85 and 
0.49, respectively, i.e. there is indeed high multicollinearity. 

The decomposition of total effect of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity 

in this case is presented in Table 10, below. 

Table 10: Decomposition of effect ofln GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensity into indirect effects through R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure. First case: R&D intensity within the differ
ent industries influences industrial structure. 

·-
direct effect: 0 0 
+indirect effect through intensity component: 0.19 · 0.70 = 0.13 
+ indirect effect through industrial structure: 0.82 · 0.45 = 0.37 
+ indirect effect through intensity component and industrial structure: 
0.19 . 0.33 . 0.45 = 0.03 
= total effect 0.53 

We see_ that compared to the decomposition presented in Table 8, performed on the 

basis of the same assumptions but with GDP as a measure of economy siZe, although 
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the total effect of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity is smaller (0.53 as 

against 0.67), the effect which goes through industrial structure only is larger (0.37 ·as 

against 0.30). The effect which goes through the intensity component only, on the 

other hand, is smaller (0. 13 as against 0.33). In addition, there is an effect of 0.03 (as 
against 0.04 in the case where we measured economy size by GOP) which goes 

through both the intensity component and industrial strucnm:, ~fleeting the assump

tion that 'R&D capability' has an effect on industrial structure. 

When measuring economy size by ln GOP, then, even with the assumption that 'R&D 
capability' influences industtial structure but not the other way round, then, the ten

dency of manufacturing R&D intensity to rise with size of economy predominantly 

expresses a tendency of industrial struct.ure to vary with size of economy, and to a 

much lesser extent a tendency of the R&D intensity within the different industries to 

vary with size of economy. 

We now assume the reverse direction of the causal relationship be~een the two in

termediate variables, letting industtial structure have an effect on 'R&D capability', 

the intensity component. This gives us the model presented in Figure 18, below. 

Figure 18: 'Causal model' of effect of size of economy, measured by In GDP, on 
manufacturing R&D intensity, with R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure as intermediate variables, and with industrial 
structure inftuencing R&D intensity within the different industries. -

- 1.08 
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Exactly the same remarks about high multicollin~ty as we made in relation to Fig_

ure 17 apply here as well, of course. 
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This gives us the decomposition of the total effect of economy size on manufacturing 
R&D intensities presented in Table 11, below. 

Table 11: Decomposition of effect of In GDP (size of economy) on manufacturing 
R&D intensity into indirect effects through R&D intensity within the different 
industries and industrial structure. Second case~ industrial structure influences 
R&D intensity within the different industries. 

direct effect: 0 0 
+ indirect effect through intensity component: - 1.08 · 0. 70 = - 0. 75 
+ indirect effect through industrial structure: 0.88 · 0.45 = 0.40 
+ indirect effect through industrial structure and intensity component: 0.89 
0.88 . 1.44 . 0. 70 = 
= total effect 0.53 

(The deviation of the sum of the in~t effects as reponed here from the total effect 

is due to rounding errors.) 

When we made the corresponding analysis with GDP as a measure of economy size 

in Figure 15 and Table 9, we noted that what we then got was a more detailed version 

of the simpler. model presented in Figure 11 and Table 6. We saw that the indirect 

effect through industrial structure in the simpler model, the model which excludes the 

intensity component variable, includes all the effect which goes through industrial 

structure in the more complex model, both the effect which goes through industrial 

structure only and the effect which goes through both industtial structure and the in-. 
tensity component. The direct effect in the simpler model includes only the effect 

which goes through the intensity component only in the more complex model. 

Exactly the same relationship holds between the model in Figure 18 and Table 11 

above and the simpler model presented in Figure 12 and Table 7. Investigating the 

more complex model above, we now see how the direct effect in the simpler model 

comes to be negative. The direct effect in the simpler model includes only the effect 

which goes through the intensity component only in the more complex model. And 

alth9ugh there is a positive bivariate relationship between ln GDP and the intensity 

component, this comes about through a positive· relationship between In GDP and in

dustrial structure and a positive relationship between industrial structure and the in

tensity component. Controlling for industrial structure, we fmd a negative relationship 

between ln GDP and the intensity component. 
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From Table 11, then, we see that with In GDP as a measure of economy size, and 

with the assumption of a one way effect of industrial structure on the intensity com

ponent, of a total effect of 0.53 of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity, 

0.40 or 75 per cent goes through industrial structure only. The rest, 0.14, goes 

through the intensity component. However, this latter effect is composed of two op

posite effects or forces, and it is positive because industrial structure in this model has 

a very large effect on the intensity component. The effect which goes through both 

indusuial structure and the intensity component is a very large positive effect, that is. 

By contrast, the effect which goes through the intensity component only is an almost 

equally large negative effect. 

Let us now try to summarize the argument of this paper. Using data for 1985 only, for 

12 advanced OECD economies, we found a positive relationship between size of 

economy, as measured by GDP, and R&D intensity in the manufacturing sector. The 

larger the economy, that is, the higher the R&D intensity in the manufacturing seCtor 

tends to be. We wanted to be able to give· an indication of to what extent this positive 

relationship expresses a tendency for the larger economies to have higher R&D in

tensities within ,each single industry than the smaller, and to what extent it expresses a 

tendency for the larger economies to have different indusuial structures from the 

smaller ones. Or specifically, we wanted an indication of the role of industrial struc

ture in the relationship between economy size and manufacturing R&D intensity. 

To accomplish this, we decomposed the manufacturing R&D intensity of each of the 

counaies, or rather each country's deviation from the average manufacturing R&D 

intensity among these countries, into a sum of a component expressing the R&D in

tensities within each of the different industries of the country and a component ex

pressing the industrial structure of the country. 

We then measured the correlation between size of economy and each of these two 

component variables. We found a substantially higher correlation between economy 

size and the industrial structure component variable than between economy size an4 
the variable expressing the R&D intensities within the different indusaies. This latter 

correlation was also positive, however, although only slightly when economy size 

was measured by ln GOP rather th~ by GOP. That the former correlation was found 

to be higher should indicate that the positive relationship between economy size and 

manufacturing R&D intensities pre_dominantly express~s a tendency for industrial 

structure to vary with size of economy, and that it to a lesser extent expresses a ten-
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dency for the R&D intensities within the different industries to rise with size of econ
omy. 

However, suictly speaking we cannot draw this conclusion by looking at the relation-
. ship between size of economy and each of these components only. We have to track 

the relationships all the way from economy size via the two c~mponents through to 

the actually realized manufacturing R&D intensities. This involves taking account 

also of the correlation between each of the two component variables and the actual 

manufacturing R&D intensities. 

Besides, there is the complication of the in~uence of R&D intensities on industrial 

structure. When we say we want to know the effect industrial structure has on manu

facturing R&D intensity, we are likely - implicitly or explicitly - to treat industrial 

structure as something given independently of and so to speak prior to R&D intensi

ties. The same is likely to be the case when we regard R&D intensities as a measure 

of R&D performance, and say that to get an accurate measure of ihe R&D perfonn

ance of a country, we must take account of the indusaial structure. We may, for in

stance, find that a country performs rather poorly when we just look at overall manu

facturing R&D intensity, but when we take account of the industrial structure, charac-

. tcrized, let us suppose, by a very high proponion of total value added in low R&D 

intensity industries, we find that it really perfonns much better. 

However, these manufacturing R&D intensities will also reflect what we have called 

'R&D capability', the ability and· competence of the country to perfonn indusuial 

R&D. And this 'R&D capability' of a counay will influenee the industrial structure of 

the country, a country with a high R&D capability having a stronger tendency to en

gage in production in high R&D intensity industries than a country with a low 'R&D 

intensity'. In other words, we cannot treat industrial structure entirely as given when 

we wish to evaluate R&D perfonnance, because to a cenain extent the industrial 

structure of a country will be an effect of its R&D performance. As we argued above, 

there will also be an effect in the opposite direction, however. 

NO\\', to be able to give some indication of the effect of what we have called 'R&D 

capability' on industrial structure, given the data that we have at our disposal in this 

paper, we made the assumption that 'R&D capability' in a reasonably adequate way 

can be measured by the variable expressing the R&D intensities within the different 

industries component of manufacturing R&D intensity. It is clear that this is prob-
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lematic, but our aim here is only to give an impression of what kind of results taking 
this effect into account might give. 

Given this assumption, we were able to construct a model, or rather a set of similar 
models differing from one another in one or two assumptions only, where we decom

posed the total effect of economy size on manufacturing R&D intensity, measured by 

the product moment correlation (r), into a sum of effects going through the R&D in-· 

tensities within the different industries component variable, through the industrial 

structure component variable, and through both of these variables. 

Of these models, we here want to concentrate on the two were we assume a one-way 

effect between 'R&D capability' and industrial structure, that is an effect of 'R&D ca

pability' on industrial structure, but no effect in the opposite direction. Since there in 

.fact will be a two-way causal relationship here, it is· clear that this assumption repre

sents a limiting case, giving a minimum estimate of the impact of industrial structure 

on the relationship between economy size and manufacturing R&D intensity. 

Let us take the case were we measured economy size by GDP fust, presented in Fig

ure 14 and Table 8. We here found that out of a total effect of economy size on 

manufacturing R&D· intensity of 0.67, the effect which went through industrial 

structure only, that is independently of any effect of 'R&D capability' on industrial 

structure, was 0.30. The effect which went through both intermediate variables, that is 

through industrial structure mediated by the effect that 'R&D capability' has on in

dustrial structure, we found to be 0.04. Finally, the effect which went through the 

R&D intensitie~ within the different industries component variable only was 0.33. In 

this model then, the positive relationship between economy size and manufacturing 

R&D intensity expresses both a tendency for the R&D intensities within the different 

industries to rise with economy size and a . tendency for industrial structure to vary 

with economy size, to a more or less equal degree. But remember, this represents a 

minimum ~stimate of the impact of industtial structure, given the assumptions that 

these models rest upon. 

When we use ln GOP instead of GDP as a measure of economy size, the impact of 

industrial structure becomes more imponant, especially in relative terms. This is the 

model of Figure 17 and Table 10. With a total effect of economy size on manufactur

ing R&D intensity of 0.53, we . fmd that the effect which goes through industrial 

structure only, that is independently of any effect of 'R&D capability' on industrial 

structure, is 0.37. The effect which goes through both the intennediate variables, that 
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is· through industrial s~cture mediated by the effect that 'R&D capability' has on in

dusaial structure, is 0.03. The effect which goes through the R&D intensities within 

the different indusaies component variable only is in the model no higher than 0.13. 

To put these figures in perspective, we also constructed the same models with the as

sumption of the direction of the causal relationship between the intennediate ·variables 

reversed (in Figure 15 and Table 9 for the case of GOP as a measure of economy size 

and in Figure 18 and Table 11 for the case of In GOP as a measure of economy size), 

thereby getting the maximum estimate of the impact of industrial structure, given the 

basic assumptions underlying all these models. 

Here we again· want to stress that when we use In GDP as a measure of economy size 

in ·these models, we get a problem of high multicollinearity, i.e. this happens when 

both In GDP and the industrial structure variable are independent variables. There

fore, the models with In GOP as a measure of economy size are only included to ex

plain methodological points. To the extent that we want to give substantive interpre

tations of the results of these models, we should only use the models with GDP as a 

measure of economy size. 

But perhaps at least as interesting as these complete 'causal' relationships from econ

omy size via the two components of manufacturing R&D intensity through to the ac

tually realized manufacturing R&D intensity, is the more simple correlation between 

economy size and industrial structure (the industrial structure component). This corre

lation we found to be a high positive one, even a very high one in the case where we 

measured economy size by ln GDP rather than by GOP. (And here, of course, there is 

no multicollinearity problem connected with using ln GDP as a measure of economy 

size.) This means that when it comes to having high manufacturing R&D intensity, 

the small economies have a 'structural disadvantage' compared to the large economies, 

that is, if the small economies were to have manufacturing R&D intensities which 

were as high as those of the large economies, they would actually as a general rule 

have to have higher R&I.> intensities within each single industry. 

In this case, too, where we just look at the relationship between economy size and in

dustrial suucture, we may o~ course in the same way as above investigate the question 

of the influence of 'R&D capability' on industrial structure, given our very simplify

ing assumption that 'R&D capability' can be measured by our R&D intensity within 

the different industries component variable. Let us take the case where economy size 

is measured by GDP fttSt. From Figure 13 we see that the correlation between econ-

I 
I 

:r I 
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omy size (GDP) and industrial structure is given by r = 0.74, which we consider as a 

measure of the effect of economy size on industrial sttucture. From Figure 14 we see 

that controlling for 'R&D capability', .the direct effect of economy size on industrial 

structure is still as high as 0.66, the remaining 0.08 being an indirect effec~ through 

the effect of 'R&D capability' on industrial sttucture, which is given by the prOduct 
0.48. 0.17. 

Similarly, we see from Figure 16 that when we measure economy size by ln GDP, the 

effect of economy size on industrial structure is as high as 0.88. From Figure 17 we 

see that controlling for 'R&D capability', the direct effect of economy size on indus

trial structure is hardly diminished at all. It is still 0.82, the remaining 0.06 being an 

indirect effect through the effect of 'R~D capability' on industrial stnicture, which is 

given by the product 0.19 · 0.33. 

This, to repeat, represents, given the basic assumptions of our models, a minimum es

timate of the (direct) effect of economy size on industrial structure, corresponding to 

the limiting case assumption of a one-way causal relationship going from 'R&D ca

pability' to industrial structure, but not the other way round. But once again we should 

emphasize that this result of controlling for the effect of 'R&D capability' crucially 

depends on the panicular assumption that 'R&D capability' can be measured by our 

R&D intensity within the different industries component variable. 

When trying to assess the influence of industrial structure on the relationship between 

economy size and manufacturing R&D intensity, we should beware of another spe

cific limitation of the present analysis. The data at our disposal has allowed us to di

vide total manufacturing production into 22 different industries. This is still a rather 

rough classification, however, and in many cases the same category may cover pro

ductive activities which are quite different from one another in many respects. To 

take just one example, when we compare figures 3 and 4 above, we see that the USA 

has a much higher R&D intensity than Norway in the motor vehicles industry 

(industry no. 18). Now, within this category, the USA has a very substantial produc

tion of cars, whereas in Norway there is no car production at all. It may very well be 

the case, then, that within the category motor vehicles, car production as such is char

acterized by higher R&D intensity than other kinds of production included in the pro

duction of motor vehicles category, and that the difference· in R&D intensity between 

USA and Norway in this industry to a large extent reflects a difference in indusnial 

structure which our classification is not detailed enough to capture. Within each of the 

22 industries a more detailed classification would be able to distinguish several dif-
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ferent industries, with more or less variation in R&D intensity among them. Now, if 

we had data which allowed us to make a more detailed classification _of industries 

(and ideally a classification which was so detailed that it consisted only of industries 

that were perfectly homogenous), this would most likely, although not necessarily, 

have the effect of making the impact of industrial structure on the relationship be

tween economy size and manufacturing R&D intensity appear even more imponant, 

and conversely the impact of the R&D intensity within the different industries on this 

relationship less imponant. On the other hand, this might very well at the same time 

accentuate the problem of the dependency of the industrial structure on 'R&D capa

bility'. 

9. Conclusion, and Policy Implications 

It is usual, both in economic and policy analysis, to treat R&D as a kind of autono

mous independent factor, which shapes other phenomena in the economy. There is, 

for example, a large economics literature which examines the impacts of R&D ex

penditure on ~uctivity growth, ttade, and so on. 4 It is much less common to exam
ine the. determinants of R&D intensities directly. This is what we have attempted 

here. Although our attempt to explore the effects of scale and industrial structure on 

R&D intensities this may seem a somewhat narrowly focused one, in our view at

tempts to establish the precise detenninants of R&D intensities are potentially of 

considerable policy relevance. 

We have shown in this paper that the positive relationship between size of economy 

and manufacturing R&D intensity to a large- extent expresses differences in industtial 

saucture between large and. small economies. The positive relationship between 

economy size and R&D intensity has elsewhere been referred to as reflecting effects 

of scale.5 We have seen that this relationship cannot exclusively be considered as re

flecting effects of scale, but rather reflects effects of industrial structure. Or more ac

curately: the scale effects are to a considerable degree mediated through industrial 

structure. 

4for some examples, see C. Freeman (eel), Output Measurement iD Science and Tecbnology 
(Amsterdam, 1988), or Z. Griliches (ed) R&D, Patents and Productivity (Chicago, 1986), for .• 
studies in which R&D is seen as a determining input to economic inputs and processes. 
s J.A.D. Holbrook, The influence of sc8le effects on international comparisons of R&D 
expenditures', Science and Public Policy, 1992. (Holbom is here refening to total R&D expen~itures 
of a counuy as a proponion ao GDP rather dum R&D expendiwres in the manufacturing sector as a 
proponion 10 manufacturing value added). 

- -~ 
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Clearly there remain difficult questions of the funher i~terpretation of this. One thing 
which is involved here is the question of whether, or rather to what extent, the in

dustrial structure of a country itself is d~pendent on what we have called its 'R&D ca
pability'. It is likely this R&D capability in tum depends on all of the factors which 
shape the indusnial composition and structure of the economy. These will include a 

wide range of non-R&D aspects of or inputs to innovation activity: infrastructure 

provision, human resource development, regulatory and policy frameworks, and so 

on. In all of this, R&D is .but one factor among many, and far nom being a detennin

ing factor, is likely to be shaped and detennined by the forces which generate the in

dustrial structure. 

If this is the case then the main empirical result reponed in this paper .. namely the 

high positive correlation between economy size and our industrial structure compo

nent variable, which means that industrial structure is imponant in mediating the 

positive relationship between economy size and manufacturing R&D intensity - may 

be of wider policy significance that might appear at frrst sight. In the ftrst place, it 

may be that Community ~m policy should have a wider focus than straightforward 

R&D subsidy or provision. If policymakers seek improved R&D perfonnance in the 

Community, then it may be wise to explore non-R&D aspects of industrial innovation 

activity, to look at the extent to which these factors dete1mine R&D, rather than being 

dctennined by iL to go funher, some of the key policy issues within the European 

Community relate to issues of cohesion, a matter which is seen primarily in termS of 

convergence in per capita incomes. However, convergence must ultimately imply re

solving complex questions related to the nature and effects of the differences in un

derlying economic structure and performance which generate differences in the 

Community. In this paper we have analysed only one simple dimension of economic 

differentiation, although it is a dimension which is of considerable imponance for 

innovation and economic growth. But we believe that it opens up the possibility of 

more complex analyses of factors underlying divergence and convergence in growth 

rates of output and productivity across the Community. 

All of these considerations are relevant to a final policy point. This is that policy

makers should use great care when making inter-country comparisons with R&D in

put data. It is quite common, especially in small economies, for policy-makers to look 

at the numbers pn:sented at the beginning of this paper, and to. argue that their econ

omy exhibits some failure in R&D perfonnance. In many small economies, policy

makers have the explicit , objective of raising manufacturing R&D intens~ties. Our 

analysis suggests, however, that there is no necessary failure here. Indeed, given their 
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industrial structures, some small economies are more R&D intensive than we might 

expect. It is more appropriate- even for research administrators- to look at the fac

tors shaping the underlying activ~ty of the economy, and to consider the factors which 

shape its overall innovative perfonnance, ~an to focus on what the raw R&D statis

tics seem to say. 




